
U16 Girl’s Inter County 
Tournament 

Whitgift: 8th December 2019 

Sussex U16 squad: BR: Ismey, Sophie, Caitlin, Grace, Maddie (c), Lucy. FR: Liv (coach), 
Tahlia, Giulia, Florence, Ruby, Mia, Lauren (coach). 

Surrey vs Sussex 
Four of  the starting seven Sussex girls, Caitlin, Grace, Maddie & Lucy, had returned from an 

U17’s GB training weekend in 
Manchester and had managed to get 
back to Whitgift in time to start 
against Surrey. The team started 
strongly and quickly asserted their 
dominance.  

Lucy was strong in defence and 
steadied the flow of  play through the 
field. Goals from Caitlin, Ruby, Grace 
& a first half  hat-trick from Lucy, and 
some brilliant saves from GK 
Maddie, saw Sussex comfortably 
ahead 6-2 at half  time. 



At the start of  the second half, the coaches rotated the players, introducing some of  the 
younger members of  the squad, 
including 2007 born Florence and 
2006 GK Ismey. 
The girls played brilliantly and 
managed to retain their 4 goal 
advantage, adding a further two 
from Grace to complete her hat trick 
and Giulia netting her first for 
Sussex. 
Full time: Surrey 5 - 9 Sussex 
Goals: Caitlin 1, Ruby 1, Giulia 1, 
Grace 3, Lucy 3. 

Sussex vs Middx 

Middlesex fielded a young team, so 
the Sussex coaches made full use of  
their bench to save energy for the 
crucial Kent crunch match. Again, 
the Sussex girls went out strongly, 
quickly racking up a five goal lead 
with no reply, courtesy of  goals from 
Lucy, Caitlin, Ruby and Grace.  
Interceptions down the wings from 
Tahlia and Sophie kept the pressure 
up on the Middx defence. Middx got 
their act together towards the end of
the first half, getting a couple back.  

In the second half, great supporting play from 
Mia and Giulia consolidated the dominance of  
the Sussex squad as their lead increased again. 
Some great goalkeeping from Ismey and further 
goals from Caitlin, Lucy and Grace wrapped 
the game up for Sussex. 
Full time: Sussex 10 - 4 Middx 
Goals: Lucy 4, Caitlin 3, Grace 2, Ruby 1. 
 

Grace ready for the start of  play

Sophie getting stuck in!

Lucy about to unleash a rocket!



Sussex vs Kent 

Sussex needed to win this match against a tough 
Kent side to retain the title of  Inter County 
Champions!  
The game started slowly and in a tetchy, edgy 
game and Kent scored first. Sussex had to up their 
game as the Kent team looked strong and 
determined to hold Sussex off. Lucy pulled the 
game back to level pegging, followed quickly by a 
goal from Caitlin. Ruby and Mia worked hard on 

the wing trying to disrupt the 
Kent break.  
The Kent team were 
matching the Sussex girls’ 
efforts goal for goal in a 
tetchy, physical match. 
Maddie pulled off  a couple 
of  brilliant saves which kept 
Sussex firmly in the match. 
The constant pressure from 
Kent tired out the the Sussex 

GB U17 contingent, who were fatigued from the journey south from Manchester. At half  
time, a further couple of  goals from Caitlin and Giulia, saw the match all square at 4 - 4. The 
beginning of  the second half  saw 13 year 
old Florence in the starting seven. It was a 
bold move by the coaches that paid off. 
Florence made several crucial 
interceptions and was able to withstand 
pressure to pass the ball on to Giulia, who 
absolutely came alive in this match. A 
second half  hat trick from her resulted in 
Sussex running away with the game in the 
second half. 
Full time: Sussex 9 - 4 Kent 
Goals: Giulia 4, Caitlin, 3, Lucy 2. 

Well done girls! U16 Inter-county Champions!!!

Ruby picking out a pass on the wing.

Giulia taking another shot on goal.

Debutant Florence holding up play.
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